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Abstract 

This study investigates how creating an interactive audiovisual narrative - especially using immersive 

media - challenges the traditional linear screenwriting. Based on my recent experience writing 

immersive and interactive narratives, it becomes clear that this kind of script must consider the 

interactor’s degrees of freedom and anticipate the agential power of choice. Interactivity here 

accounts not only for the exploratory capacity of the narrative universe offered by the viewing 

device of immersive narratives, notably the virtual reality glasses, but also the nodal aspect of 

narratives, in which certain events require the interactor to make a choice and offer necessarily 

different results in the course of the choice. 

The theoretical framework includes two of last year’s SRN Conference keynotes, whose work has 

been central to this study: Thomas Elsaesser and his “archaeology of interactivity”, which goes back 

to the earlier cinema experiences to investigate the spectatorial behaviour and interaction with the 

screen throughout the 20th century; and Christoph Bode’s concept of Future Narratives. defined by 

him as narratives that, considering that events are their fundamental units, besides events, have 

nodes, that is, situations that allow more than one possible continuation. 

This study is a sequel to the paper I presented at the 2019 SRN Conference, about the linear script 

limitations to describe the immersive image and to consider the spectator as a body, now extending 

the analysis to the limitations impacting the way interactive narratives are created using regular 

screenwriting software. Therefore, this study also compares two softwares - Final Draft and Twinery 

- one devoted to linear writing, and the other specific for branched (nodal) narratives. 
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